
Small-Object Vanish
(French Drop)

CONTENT AREA

Content/Theme Week: Week 7/Games & Magic

Grade Levels: All Ages

Time Needed: Video runtime + practice time
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MATERIALS

1 small object (coin, ball, 
washer, LEGO wheel, etc.)

PROCEDURE

What is the French Drop?

Making an object vanish is a classic magic trick. One of the most
popular ways to make something small like a ball or coin disappear 
is called a false transfer. A false transfer is when you pretend to 
move an object from one hand into the other, but secretly keep it in 
the first hand. The French Drop is usually the first false transfer that 
a magician learns.

What Real Action Does a French Drop Mimic?

While the French Drop may seem like a very simple trick, there are 
many details to get right if it is going to fool your audience. It will be 
broken down into distinct actions, so you can examine (and 
practice) each of these actions one at a time. First, letʼs look at the 
real action that the French Drop simulates.
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1 Pick up the coin/ball with the right fingers and hold it in your 
palm-up hand between the middle finger and thumb. Make sure 
you take it with those fingers when you first pick it up so that 
you do not have to readjust it in the hand when you first show it 
to the audience.

2 The right hand moves toward the left hand. Your left fingers, 
which should look relaxed and naturally curled, reach over and 
take the ball from the right hand at the tips of the left fingers. 
Reach over and take the ball from the right hand at the tips of 
the left fingers. Note that the left hand moves in from the left, 
with the back of the hand facing the audience, and the left 
thumb goes behind the ball to grab it.
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The right hand stops as the left hand closes into a loose fist around 
the coin/ball and moves away to the left and turns palm up. The left 
hand should not squeeze the ball too tightly.

3 As the left hand takes the ball and moves away, the right hand 
turns inward slightly, relaxes, and drops at the wrist. The fingers 
are curled slightly, but the hand does not close into a fist. It is 
empty and should look empty. The thumb and fingers stay 
separated, leaving an “empty space” where the ball just was a 
second ago. Notice that only one hand is moving at a time. The 
right hand moves toward the left hand. When the hands meet, 
the right hand stops, then the left hand takes the ball and moves 
to the left, continuing the movement the right hand started.

Do this action over and over. Pay close attention to what it feels like 
to take the ball into your left hand. All the details described above 
are very important. Try practicing in front of a mirror and study 
what it really looks like.
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HOW DO YOU PERFORM A FRENCH DROP?

The exact way a magician performs a French drop depends on 
the size and shape of the small object they are vanishing, but the 
basic steps are as follows:

1 Pick up the ball with the right fingers and hold it in your palm-up 
hand between the middle finger and thumb as you did above, 
with the back of the hand toward the audience. The right hand 
moves toward the left hand.
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2 You are going to pretend to take the ball into the left hand. 
When the hands come together, the right hand stops, and just 
as the left fingers cover the ball, let the ball fall into the right 
hand. Close the (empty) left hand into a fist, and move it to the 
left. Follow the left hand with your eyes. Your focus should be 
on where the ball is supposed to be.

3

4

As soon as the left hand pretends to take the ball, turn the right 
hand slightly inward, and drop it at the wrist, relax, and pretend 
that your hand is empty. Do not close the right hand around the 
ball.

The Vanish: If you open your left hand, it will be seen empty, 
and the ball will have “vanished”. When learning this step, 
alternate between doing the real action and the simulated or 
fake action, so that they look and feel the same. Go back and 
forth and execute the real action, then the fake action, over and 
over again.
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What big mistake should you avoid when doing the 
French Drop?

This move is often done poorly by having the left hand approach 
from behind the right hand, with the palm of the left hand toward 
the audience and the left thumb inserted below the ball into the 
opening between the right thumb and index finger. This is not a 
natural way to take the ball and will look suspicious to an audience.
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